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Abstract:  
Feature selection has been an active research area in pattern recognition, statistics ,and data mining communities 
Feature selection, is a preprocessing step to machine learning, is effective in reducing dimensionality, removing 
irrelevant data, increasing learning accuracy, and improving result comprehensibility. However, the recent increase 
of dimensionality of data poses severe challenge to many existing feature selection methods with respect to 
efficiency and effectiveness. Feature Selection in High-Dimensional Imbalanced Dataset (where one class 
outnumbers the others) plays a significant task in the field of Data mining. Discarding data and adding data 
sometimes may affect the performance. This paper proposes a new approach GLFES (Granularity learning Fuzzy 
Evolutionary Sampling) and DFT (Defuzzification Technique) for Feature Selection. It is evaluated on micro array 
datasets. 
 
Keywords:  Imbalanced dataset, Feature Selection, Fuzzy Evolutionary Sampling, Defuzzification Technique. 

1 Introduction 
 

Feature selection plays in the field of data mining such as statistics, and data mining communities. The main idea of 
feature selection is to choose a subset of input variables by eliminating features with little or no predictive 
information. Feature selections often build a model that generalizes better to unseen points. Further, it is often the 
case that finding the correct subset of predictive features is an important problem in its own right. A Dataset is said 
to be Imbalanced if one class (majority) outnumbers the others (minority).Extracting a literal feature from the High-
Dimensional Imbalanced dataset without Duplication and loss of data is a crucial task. This paper focus on the above 
said problem and proposes a new technique to balance the dataset and to select the appropriate features from the 
dataset.  

 

2 Related work 
 

Recently there has been a considerable amount of attention devoted to Feature selection in the field of data mining. 
It has several achievements in areas like bio-informatics, statistics etc. There are two issues in selecting features 
from high-dimensional Imbalanced dataset i) Balancing the dataset. ii) Selecting the appropriate features.  
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The EST technique and SVM Classification were used in the existing approach to balance the dataset and to select 
the appropriate features. Evolutionary Under Sampling (EUS) and Evolutionary Over Sampling (EOS) and E-
SMOTE techniques were used to solve the Imbalance problem. 

                                 

                                         Figure 1: Classification of EST Technique 

In this proposal approach GLFES and DFT techniques are proposed to balance the dataset and to select the 
appropriate features from the Imbalanced Dataset (IDS). 

3 Methodology Used 
 

Learning from Imbalanced Dataset is an important topic in the field of data mining. This problem is very 
representative since it appears in a variety of real-world applications including, medical applications, finance, 
telecommunications, biology and so on. Imbalanced Dataset occurs when the class distribution is not uniform. In 
this situation, the number of examples that represents one of the classes of the data-set (the concept of interest) is 
much lower than that of the other classes. 
The previous work on this topic with Genetic algorithm shows a good behavior for the Evolutionary over sampling 
and Under sampling methods, especially in the case of the Evolutionary SMOTE methodology for balancing the 
dataset and SVM Classifiers were used to select the appropriate features but this method lack in accurate feature 
selection in high-dimensional IDS, to tackle with the above problem new techniques were developed in the proposed 
work. 

 

  Figure 2: Steps in Proposed Work.  

3.1. Granularity Learning Fuzzy Evolutionary Sampling (GLFES) 

 

This contribution proposes a new method called GLFES (Granularity learning fuzzy Evolutionary Sampling).It is 
based on the traditional Genetic algorithm and on a Learning Methodology. It plays a vital role in both balancing 
and extracting the feature. 

This is a standard generational algorithm for the IDS that allow us to select a set of variables (feature selection). 
Genetic algorithm works with a set of candidate solution called population. It retains the optimal solution after a 
series of iteration. In GA the data are transformed to 0’s and 1’s. The data which meets the requirement are selected 
and each individual’s fitness is calculated with the help of the fitness function.  
 

                                                                                                                    (1) 
were ą is the accuracy rate (ratio between true positive and true negative) and P is the total number of features i.e. 96 
in the proposed work and N is the number of features selected. 
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The features that are selected by GA are learned individually and DB is built. This learning reduces the complexity 
in feature selection. In this, the feature that yields high granularity average is taken (i.e., which supports the work). 
 

                                                            GL═TL-PL                                                                      (2) 

Granularity Learning obtains a appropriate feature by finding the difference between the testing label (TL) and 
Predicted label (PL). 

Fuzzy Rule based classification with the Genetic sampling shows a good result by avoiding the over fitting problem. 
It identifies the classes if the size of the majority class is higher than the minority class then the majority class is 
minimized to minority class without discarding the useful data. If the minority class is higher, this method adds up 
duplicate data and overcomes the over fitting problem. This process is handled by FES technique.FES balance the 
dataset and selects the appropriate feature. The steps in FES technique are 

Step1: Create a random initial population. 
Step2: Compute and save the fitness for each data using  equation 1. 
Step3: Define the selection probability. 
Step4: Generate the selection probability. 
Step5: Repeat step2 to 4 until the selection process is satisfied. 
Step6: Train the selected population. 
Step7: Find the predicted population. 
Step8: Based on the rule imbalanced classis identified and FES technique is applied.   
 
3.2.  Defuzzification Technique (DFT) 

Defuzzification is the process of producing a quantifiable result in fuzzy rule. It is a useful tool for making specific 
decision.  The set of rules is applied to the fuzzified input. The output of each rule is fuzzy. These fuzzy outputs 
need to be converted into a scalar output quantity the process of converting the fuzzy output is called 
defuzzification. Before an output is defuzzified all the fuzzy outputs of the system are aggregated with an union 
operator. The union is the max of the set of given membership functions and can be expressed as  

                                                                                                                                  (3) 

A common and useful DFT technique is used in the proposed work called CDT (Centroid Defuzzification 
technique). 
3.2.1. Centroid Defuzzification Technique (CDT) 

This method is also known as centre of gravity or centre of area defuzzification. This technique was developed by 
Sugeno in 1985. This is the most commonly used technique and is very accurate. 

The centroid method is one of the most popular algorithms for defuzzification because it provides smooth transitions 
from one output set to another, which is crucial to any control system.  The centroid method is also known as the 
centre of mass or centre of moment method because it is based on calculating the area under the curve and then 
determining the centre of that area. Figure 3 shows the general form of two membership sets, iμ , for i = 1, 2. ai is 
the centre of the ith set, and Hi is the clipped height of the ith set 
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                             Figure 3: General form of two membership sets. 
  

The calculation of the centroid is rather straightforward and can be calculated from equation (4).  The centroid is 
calculated by multiplying the area of each set by its centre and then taking the sum of this product, this sum is then 
divided by the area under the entire curve.  
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Where ai is the center of the ith set, Hi is the clipped height of the ith set, N is the total number of set duui is the 

area of the ith set. To calculate the area of the set below the curve (  duui ) is to find the area of the entire 

triangular set and then subtract from that the area of the upper triangle.     
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                                   Figure 4: General form of area under the curve. 
 

The area of the lower portion of the triangle can be computed by first determining the area of the whole triangle by 
Equation (5). 

                                 
1×=WAtotal                  (5) 

where, totalA  is the area of the full triangle, and W is the width of the base of the full triangle.  Next, based on the 
law of similar triangles we can compute the width of the base of the upper triangle using Equations (6) and (7). 

                              H

BW

−
=

11                            (6) 

 

                           )1( HWB −×=      (7) 
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where, B is the width of the base of the upper triangle, and H is the clipped height.  Finally, we subtract the area of 
the upper triangle from the whole triangle in order to find the area, A, under the clipped height. This is expressed 
mathematically as: 

2
)1(x

2
1 2HW

WA
−−=

      (8) 
 

We also need to consider the sets at either end of the membership range, which require a special case of the previous 
equations.  In order to determine the area of these sets we break down the set into a triangle and a rectangle as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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                         Figure 5. Example of a Membership Set at the End of the Set Range. 
 
In this case, the area of interest A is A1+A2.  We can calculate the areas of A1 and A2 as: 

                A1 = WxH       (9) 
 
               A2 = (A2+A3) - A3      (10) 
 

We can determine A3 in the same manner as before, where, we use similar triangles to determine B.  Using 
Equations (6) and (7) we can determine A2. 
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−×−=       (11) 

Finally, we calculate the total area by combining A1 and A2. 
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Once the area of each set has been calculated then we use Equation (4) to find the centroid of all of the sets.  This 
will yield the centroid of the curve, which is in fact, the location where the area under the curve to the right of the 
centroid is equal to the area under the curve to the left of the centroid.  This will be the crisp value of the output set. 

 

4 Experimental Result 

The main objective of this work is to extract a subset of features from a high-dimensional imbalanced dataset and to 
balance the dataset. The GLFES is used to find the appropriate or suitable features based on the fitness value. The 
features are trained by Granularity method and it results in Predicted features. These features are then sampled or 
balanced using FES Technique. The resultant features are defuzzified to obtain the crisp features. The Centroid 
Defuzzification Technique is used to obtain the crisp features. 
   
The experiment is carried out on a micro array dataset called Lymphoma, lung cancer and colon dataset. The 
original microarray dataset is shown in Table 1.This Initial Population is given as Input to GLFES It selects 96 
features from the original space. Genetic algorithm achieves a solution through iterations, here it is iterated 5 times. 
From this features an appropriate feature is selected by using FES and DFT Technique. This produces crisp features. 
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The above table and chart shows the features selected and their average accuracy percentage. The proposed work is 
compared with the existing approach in terms of accuracy and time. 
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             Figure 7: Chart showing the accuracy of proposed work compared with the existing techniques 
 
 
 
 

 
            Figure 8: Chart showing the Time taken of proposed work compared with the existing technique 
 
From the above figures it is concluded that the proposed yields better result than the existing work. In Future other 
sampling and optimization technique can be used to extract the features from the dataset. 
 

5 Conclusion and Future work  
 
This paper focused on extracting features from a high-dimensional Imbalanced dataset using GLFES and DFT 
technique with a Genetic algorithm, It solves the misclassification and over fitting problem. In this proposed work 
three types of micro array dataset was taken which is naturally imbalanced and the results were obtained with 
accurate features selected. In future more dataset can be considered, other sampling technique and optimization 
technique can be considered to extract the feature from the dataset. 
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